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R.H. Fox and J.W. Milnor in [4] showed that the Alexander polynomial

of a slice knot is of the form f(f)f(t~l) for an integral polynomial f ( t ) with
I y( 1)|=1. This clearly implies that the Alexander polynomials of cobordant

knots are identical up to the polynomials of the form f(i)f(t~l). The purpose

of this paper is to generalize this property to that of arbitrary cobordant

links. On the basis of the work done by K. Reidemeister, H.G. Shumann and

W. Burau, R.H. Fox defined the /^-variable Alexander polynomial A°(tly •••, tμ)

of a link Lμ with μ components, (cf. R.H. Fox [3], G. Torres [9].) One di-
fficulty in our study is that using this definition the polynomial A°(tly •• ,/μ)
vanishes for many links. For example, any decomposable link (that is, a link

separated into two sublinks by a 2-sρhere within a 3-sphere) has A°(tly •••, tμ)=0.

To avoid this difficulty we shall re-define the Alexander polynomial A(ΐly •••, tμ)

so that it is always a non-zero polynomial. To measure the difference between

AQ(ΪI, •••, tμ) and A(tly •••, ίμ), we will also introduce a numerical invariant β(Lμ)

with 0</3(Lμ)<μ-l such that

o if /3(Z7)ΦO.

A link is the disjoint union of piecewise-linearly embedded, oriented

1 -spheres in the oriented 3 -sphere S3. Two links L0 and L1 with μ components

are PL cobordant, if there exist mutally disjoint, piecewise-linearly embedded

proper annuli ί\, - ,Fμ in S3x[0, 1] spanning *S3xO and S3xl such that

(F1 U — U Fμ) Π S3X 0=L0X 0 and (F1 U — U Fμ) ΓiS3x 1=(— A) X 1, where -L,
is Lj with orientation reversed. If the annuli F19 ~ ,Fμ are locally flat, then

the links LQ and L± are simply said to be cobordant. A link that is cobordant
to the trivial link is called a slice link in the strong sense, (cf. R.H. Fox [3].) For

(PL) cobordant links L, , ί=0, 1 with μ components the Alexander polynomials

Ai(tly •••, tμ) of L{ should be chosen to be the Alexander polynomials associated
with meridian bases of H1(S3—Li'J Z) consistent through the cobordism annuli
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Our main results are as follows:

Theorem A. The integer β(L) is the invariant of links that are PL cobordant
to the link L.

Theorem B. For cobordant links Li9 i=Q, 1, with μ components, there exist

two integral polynomials Ffa, •••, tμ), ί=0, 1 with |jFf (l, •••, 1)|=1 such that

Our proof of Theorem B is based on the Blanchfield duality theorem [1],

Corollary 1. For PL cobordant links Liy i=0y 1, with μ components, there

exist two integral polynomials Ffa, ~,tμ) with \Fi(\J •••, 1)|— 1 and (integral)

knot polynomials pfa), —,/>μ(fμ) such that AQ(tly —9tμ)F0(tl9 — ,tμ)FQ(tϊl, — ,*£*)

=A(*ι» *••> *μ)*Ί(*ι» — , tJF&ϊ1, ••-, t^p^tj 'p^tμ). [Note that L0 is cobordant
to a link Z/ί each component of which is obtained from a component of L1 by
tying a knot in a small 3-cell.J

Corollary 2. Γλe Alexander polynomial A(tl9 •••, £μ) 0/0 $//££ /m& L

components in the strong sense necessarily satisfies A(tly •• ,£μ)^^(*ι, * ,ίμ)x

Note that we are dealing with Problem 26 of R.H. Fox [3]. As far as the

author knows, this corollary has not been deduced before, but one-variable

analogy of this corollary is already known. (See A. Kawauchi [5], K. Murasugi

[8]-)
As a simple application, the classical Alexander polynomial A°(tly

 β ,ίμ) of

a slice link L with μ components in the strong sense is 0 if μ> 2, since β(L)=

The author is grateful to Y. Matsumoto for suggesting the problem.

Throughout the paper, spaces are considered in the piecewise linear category.

1. Preliminaries and precise definitions

Let Λ be the integral group ring Z[tly •••, ίμ] of the free abelian multiplicative

group <*!, •••, ίμ> generated by tl9 •••, tμ.. Consider a finitely generated Λ-module
9JI and let P be an mx n presentation matrix of 9Jί, that is, a matrix representing
a homomorphism ΛW->ΛM with an exact sequence A™ -> ΛM -> 3JI -> 0, where it

may be m=H-°°. (Note that we can always choose to make m finite, since Λ is

Noetherian.) Let A(i\ /— 0, 1, •••, n— 1, be the g.c.d. of the minors of Pof the

order n — i. For i>n we define A(i)=l. It is well-known that the polynomials

A^=A(i) (ΐly •••, tμ), i=Q, 1, 2, ••• , are the invariants of the Λ-module 97Z up to

units of Λ. Let TorΛ(3K) be the Λ-torsion part of 9Jί.

*) The notation = means "equal up to ±tlιtz2 ~t°ιι. for all integers
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Lemma 1.1. Let A(d> be the first non-zero polynomial 0/9JΪ. A(d) is the 0-th

polynomial of TorA(9Jl) and </=dimQ(Λ)2Jί<g)Λζ)(Λ), where ζ)(Λ) is the quotient
field of Λ.

For a proof, see R.C. Blanchfield [1], Lemma 4.10.

Now consider a finitely generated group G=(xly •• ,Λ? n | r 1 , •••>*„) (possible

m= + oo) with an epimorphism 7: G-><^, •• 9tμ}. Let jff=Ker 7 and X7 be
the commutator subgroup of K. K\K' admits a canonical Λ-module structure.

Fox's free calculus [3] produces a Jacobian matrix (7 ( — ) ) evaluated
V V9*/ /«:«„. ̂ s.

at 7 that is a presentation matrix of a certain Λ-module 501 with an exact

sequence Q-*K/K'-+yJl-+£(A)->09 where £(Λ) is the augmentation ideal, that

is, the kernel of the augmentation £: Λ-»Z. (See R.H. Crowell [2].) Since n

is finite, 3JΪ and K\Kr are finitely generated over Λ.

Lemma 1.2. Lei </ = dim0(Λ)(J£/X')<g)Λρ(Λ). ΓAe 0-ίλ polynomial of

ΎorA(K/K') is the g.c.d. of the minors of the Jacobian matrix ( r/ί^j) °f ^e

order n — d—l. Any minor of (7 ί-^- Π o/ an orύfer greater than n — d—l is 0.

Proof. Since £(Λ) is torsion-free, we have ΎorA(K/K')=ΎorA(Wl). Using

dimc(Λ)9Jί(g)Λ5(A)— rf+1, from Lemma 1.1 we obtain the desired results.

DEFINITION 1.3. The 0-th polynomial of ΎorA(K/K'), denoted by A^ =

A^tl9 •••, tμ) is called the Alexander polynomial of G with 7: G-><*i, •••, ίμ>.

If G(L) is a μ-link group (that is, the fundametal group of the exterior of

a link L with μ components) and the epimorphism 7: G(L)— x^, β ,ίμ)> is

specified by the meridian curves of LcS3, then l̂ y is simply denoted by -4 and

called the Alexander polynomial of the link L.

Lemma 1.4. The Alexander polynomial of G\K' with the induced epimor-

phism 7': G/.K7 -><*!, •• ,ίμ> w ίAe Alexander polynomial of G with 7: G->

<ίι,-,ίμ>

Proof. It follows from Ker v'=K\K'.

DEFINITION 1.5. Let β\G)=dimQ(A)(K/K')®AQ(A). For a link group
G=G(Lμ) with the specified epimorphism 7: G(Lμ)-><^, •••, ίμ>, ^(G(L)) is
simply denoted by /3(L).

The classical Alexander polynomial Ay(tly ••-, ίμ) is defined as the 0-th
polynomial of the Λ-module .K/jfiΓ7. [In fact, it should be noted that A^(tλ, •••, tμ)

is the g.c.d. of the minors of the Jacobian matrix (γ(-?*- ) ) of the order n— 1
\ Vθjc./^
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by Lemma 1.2, provided G—(Λ^, m

 9xn\rl9 •••, ?»,).]
The following is immediately clear from the definitions and Lemma 1.2:

Lemma 1.6.

2. Proof of Theorem A

Now consider a finite connected complex X with an epimorphism

7> 7ti(X)-*(tl9 •••, ίμ,)>. For a subcomplex ^Γ0 of .X" (possible ^Γ0=φ), let
^>: (X, X^-*(Xy X0) be the free abelian covering of (X, X0) associated with the
epimorphism γ. The integral homology group H*(X, X0) admits a finitely

generated Λ-module structure. Denote Tor^H*(X> %0) by T#(X, ^o) an(l
dimβ(A)##(J?, J?O)®Δ£?(Λ) by /3J(J?, JT0). Clearly, the 0-th polynomial of
is the Alexander polynomial of π^X) with γ and βl(X) is equal to

Lemma 2.1. For M W* i, if H^X, X0) = 0, then ffl(X, X0) = Q, i.e.,
,X0) = Hi(X,X0) and the 0-th polynomial A of H{(X, X^ satisfies

-,1)1=1.

Proof. Let Δ?, ••-, Δ^ be the g-simplexes of X forming a basis for the

#-chain complex Cq(X, XQ). Let Λ?, •• ,ijί be the #-simplexes of X such
that, for each j, A^ corresponds to ΔJ under the projection p. {Δf, •••, Aίff}
forms a Λ-basis for the <?-chain complex Cq(%> j?"0). With these bases, the
boundary homomorphism 3: Cq(%, X^-^C^X, X0) represents a matrix (α}Λ)
with αyfe in Λ. Let rq be the rank of this matrix. The boundary homomor-
phism 8: Cq(X9 X0)-^Cq_1(Xί XQ) is represented by the integral matrix

(#?*(!> •", 1)) whose rank rq satisfies rq<rq. Since H^X, X0)= 0, the sequence

C^X.X^C^X^C^X.X.) is exact at C{(X, X0). Hence rί+1 =
^-rt. Using Hq(X, X0)®AQ(Λ)=Hq(C*(X, %0)®AQ(Λ)), βl(X, X0) is equal

to sq-rQ-rq+1. In particular, β](Xy X^s,- ft— f t +1<ί,- r,-rί+1=0. That

is, /3I( ,̂ X0)=0, F^r,. and Fί+1=rj+1.
Consider the short exact sequence

0 -> Ht{X, X.) -> C,(X 0̂)/5,. -> Cf(X ^0)/Zt- -> 0 ,

where Bt = Im [9 : Cί+1( JT, 0̂) -* Q Jf , JΓ0) ] and Z, - Ker [9 : Cf ( Jf ,

Note that the matrix (αy?1) is a presentation matrix of C^X, J?0)/A an(l tne

^IZi is Λ-torsion-free of rank rf . By lemma 1.1 the 0-th polynomial

A of fiΓf.(j?; J?0) is the rrth polynomial of C Ĵ?, Jf0)/5i. Now let .̂ =
Ker[θ: C£(X, ̂ ^C,.̂ , X0)] = Im[9: Cί+1(*, Jί0)-C,(Z, X0)]. Since
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y XQ)/Z{ is free of rank rt and (ccyί^l, •••>!)) is a presentation matrix of

, XQ)/Zh it follows that the g.c.d. of the minors of (αj-ί^l, •••, 1)) of the
order sέ— r{ is ±1. This implies 1-4(1, •••, 1)1= 1. This completes the proof.

REMARK 2.2. For a finitely generated Λ-module 2Λ, 2Jί®ΛZ=0 if and
only if the 0-th polynomial A of 3JΪ satiesfies |-4(1, — , 1)| = 1. [Note that if
((Xjk) is a presentation matrix of 2JI, then(α^(l, •••, 1)) is a presentation matrix

of 2»®ΔZ.]

Corollary 2.3. L0f #ι(̂ Q AOT* # free abelίan group of rank μ. Then
βl(X)<μ—\ for any epimorphism γ: π^X)-^^ •••, fμ> «ΛA μ<μ. In par-
ticular, β(L)<μ—\ for a link L with μ components.

Proof. Let X0 be a connected graph in X with the inclusion isomorphism

H^X^H^X). We have H,(Xy JSΓ0) = 0. By Lemma 2.1 H^Jf, J?o) is a

torsion Λ-module. Since H1(X0)-+H1(%)-*Hl(X, X0) is exact and #ι(̂ 0)
 is

a Λ-module of rank μ'—l, it follows that β\(X)<μ— 1, which completes the

proof.

Consider a short exact sequence 0->71/->71->TI//->0 of finitely generated

torsion Λ-modules Γ7, T and T". Let us denote the 0-th polynomials of T',

T and T" by A', A and ,4", respectively.

Lemma 2.4. ^=^/^//.

Proof. The proof will depend on the fact that Λ is a unique factorization

domain. For a prime element p of Λ, let A'=pχfq', A=pλq and A"=px"q",

where q'y q and q" are elements in Λ prime to p, and λ', λ and λ" are non-

negative integers. Denote by Λ^ the local ring of Λ at the element p. Note

that Λ^ is a principal ideal domain. By using the presentation matrices of Tr,

T and T", it follows that the ideal orders (i.e., the generators of the order

ideals) of TX®ΛΛ/ T®AAP and T"®Aλp are pκ\ pκ and pλ"y respectively.

Since the sequence Q-+T'®AΔp-*T®AAp-*T"®j,Ap-*Q is exact, pλ=pλ'pλ".

Hence A±AΆ". This proves Lemma 2.4.
Let X be a finite connected complex with an epimorphism γ : Tr^-X") ->

<*ι, •••, ίμ> and l̂ y be the Alexander polynomial of Tr^-Y) with 7. Using the

unique factorization domain Λ, one can decompose Ay into two factors % and

zλy uniquely up to units of Λ such that |^γ(l, ••-, 1)| =1 (yet UΊ does not contain

any non-unit factor /of Λ with |/(1, •••, 1)|=1).

Theorem 2.5. Let Xi9 i=Qy 1, be finite, connected complexes with rank

H^Xi', Z)ΦO. If there exists a finite connected complex Y which contains X{ and

such that H.(Y, Xt)=09 j=l, 2, then βl^X^βl^X^ and UyQ=u^Q for all com-
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patίble epίmorphisms**^ γ t:

Proof. Let ( Ϋy Jt0, ^ζ) be the free abelian cover of ( Y, X0, X^ associated
with an epimorphism γ: TZΊ (¥)-><£!, •••, ίμ>. Consider the following exact
sequence of the pair ( Y", Jξ"t) :

- H2( Ϋ, %) -L #,(£) -X #,( f ) J*» H,( Ϋ,%)^ ~.

By Lemma 2.1, H.(Ϋ> Jζ), y=l, 2, is a torsion Λ-module. This implies
that the following induced sequence

o/ * *

T2( Ϋ, X) - > T&) -^ T,( Ϋ)

is exact and that β'{i(Xi)=β'{(Y), where %•: Tr^-JΓ,-) -»<fι, •••, fμ> are the epi-
morphisms induced from γ. Again by Lemma 2.1, we have T2( Y, JΓ)i®AZ =
T1(Ϋ,Xi)®AZ=Q (cf. Remark 2.2). From this and Lemma 2.4, it follows
that %. =wγ, where UΊ is the factor of the 0-th polynomial of T1(Ϋ)y not con-
taining any non-unit factor / with |/(1, •••, 1)|=1. Thus, βΐ*(X0)= βl^Xi)
and z/Vo = MVι. This completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem A. Consider the union of piecewise-linearly embedded
annuli FjU ••• LJFμc53X [0,1] that reveals the PL cobordism of two links
L0dS3 and Z^cS3 (with μ components). Take a regular neighborhood N of
F1 U — U Fμ. in 53X [0, 1] meeting the boundary S3X 0 U S3X 1 regularly. Let
y=:S3χ[0, l]-N and X~YF(S3xi, ί=Qy 1. By applying Theorem 2.5 to
the triple (Y, XQ, JSΓj), we obtain Theorem A. This completes the proof.

3. Proof of Theorem B

Consider a finite, connected and oriented 4-manifold W with an epimorphsim
7: πλ(W) -»<*ι, β ,ί|i>, and let W be the free abelian cover of W associated
with γ. Suppose QW is connected.

For any element/ in Λ, let us define/^, •••, tμ)=f(tT1

y •••, tμ1).
The following theorem is basic to the proof of Theorem B.

g/ j

Theorem 3.1. Assume the sequence T2(W, dW)-->Tl(QW)^Tl(W) is
exact at T^dW), where d' is defined by the boundary homomorphίsm 3: H2(W,
-^H^QW). Then the 0-th polynomial A of T^dW) is of a form FF: A = FF for
an element F in Λ.

REMARK 3.2. For the special case that β^.(W)=Q, the torsions

**) Γ/: ^lί-X",-)-*-^!, " ,ί<*> are compatible epimorphίsms, if n are the restrictions of a common
epimorphism ττ1(y)—><(ίι, •••, t1^ to πι(Xι)y respectively.
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£)(Λ) — {0}/<fj, •-, ίμ> may be defined and the conclusion of Theorem
3.1 also follows from the duality theorem for torsions due to J.W. Mίlnor [7],
i.e., Δ(QW)=Δ(W) -&(W).

Before proving Theorem 3.1, we shall prove Theorem B.

Proof of Theorem B. Let ί\U ••• UFμc53x[0, 1] be the cobordism
annuli between the links L0cS3, ZqdS3. Let ΛΓbe the regular neighborhood
o f j F Ί U — UJFμ in S3x[0, 1] meeting the boundary S 3Xθl)S 3χl regularly.
Since each F{ is locally flat, it follows that N is homeomorphic to ί\ X D2 U
JFixZ^U-UFμXi) 2 , D2 being a 2-cell. Let JF=S3x[0, !]-# and WnS*xi
=Xίy i=Q, 1. Consider the specified epimorphisms 7: ^(JF)-*^, •• ,ίμ> and

7, : Wi(*,H<*i,--^>,i=0, 1.
Now, consider the following diagram:

» #2(ϊ^ QW} -L ^(9^)

\

Here, the row sequence is exact and the triangle is commutative.
By Lemma 2.1, H2(W, X.)=T2(W, Xt). Then, the above diagram implies

g/ j

that the sequence T2(W, QW) -+ TtfW) -%> T^W) is exact. Henc from Theroem
3.1, A=fffor an element/in Λ, where A is the 0-th polynomial of

Notice that dW is obtained from X0 and Xί by pasting along the tori of the
boundaries dX0 and dXίy and that the restriction epimorphism π^dW)—>

<*!> •••» *fv> of 7 is determined by the epimorphisms 70: πι(X^-*(tl9 •••, £μ>
and 7jΓ πΊ^fj)-*^, •••, £μ>.

Consider the following exact sequence (obtained from the Mayer-Victories
sequence),

t=l i=l

Let Ai, ί=0, 1, be the Alexander polynomials of πι(X{) with 7,, and
split Aj^UjVt, where | #,-(!, •••, 1)|=1 (yet Ui does not contain any non-unit
factor/ with |/'(1,-,1)1=1). Also, split/=/./„ where |/,(1, -, 1)| = 1

(yet/M does not contain any non-unit factor/" with [(/''(I, •••, 1)| = 1).
From the sequence above, Lemma 2.4 and the reciprocity A{ = Ai (see R.C.

Blanchfield [1]), it follows that ^0^ι=fvfv and hence that there exist Ft in Λ,
i=0,l, with |Ff (l, —, 1)| = 1 and such that v^F^v^F^ Theorem 2.5
implies #0=^ and hence we have A0F0F0=A1F1F1. This completes the proof.

By using a similar argument in the proof of Theorem B, from Theorems 2.5
and 3.1 we also obtain the following:

Corollary 3.3. Let M be a closed, connected and orientable Z-manίfold with
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an epίmorphίsm γ: τr1(M)-^<ί1, •••, ίμ>. TTze integer β^=(M) and the Alexander

polynomial AΊ(modulo FF-form for jFeΛ with \F(l, •••, 1)|— 1) #r£ ίAβ invari-

ants of the homology cobordίsm of M.

NOTATION. For a Λ-module 2ft let

D(M)= {x^M\ There exist cop-rime elements aί9 •••, αs in Λ(s>l) with

α<jc=0, ί=l, 2, .-, s} and SK=2K/Z)(SK).

Proof of Theorem 3.1. According to R.C. Blanchfield [1], there exist the

(linking) pairings V'\ T1(dW)χTl(dW)-^Q(A)IA and V: T2(W, Q^xT^W)
->ρ(Λ)/Λ and the induced pairings V': T1(dW)χT1(dW)-^Q(A.)/A and

fi: t2(W, dW)χ f1(W)-+Q(Λ)lλ. are primitive. By the assumption, the

sequence 0->Im 8'-> T1(dW)l-^lmi^-^0 is exact. Note that V'(Q'(y), x) =

V(y, /*(*)) for all y€Ξ T2(W, QW) and Λje TtfW). Suppose for all /=87(y)e
Im 9X, F(/, Λ?)=0. This is equivalent to V(y, i*(x))=Q for all y<= T2(W, QW),

since V'(y'y x)=V'(Q'(y), χ)=V(y, i*(x)). Using the primitive pairing K, we
obtain that V'(y', x)=0 for all j/elmθ 7 is equivalent to i^(x)^D(Tl(W)) and

hence /^(ΛiJe^Im/^), i.e., x^i^1(D(lτΆt^)). Thus, the primitive pairing V1

induces the primitive pairing V" \ imdx[T1(dtf^/i*1(D(Imi*))]-*Q(A)/A.

Let/, A and g be the 0-th polynomials of Im 9', Tλ(QW) and Im*'*, res-
pectively. By Lemma 2.4 we have A=fg. By a result of R.C. Blanchfield

([1, Theorem 4.7]), / and g are also the 0-th polynomials of Im 37 and Im **«

^(θϊPj/t'ϊ^Z^Im *"*)), respectively. The primitive pairing V" asserts the

equality f=g. (See [1, Theorem 4.5].) Therefore, A=fg=ff. This completes

the proof.

FINAL REMARK. Theorem B was independently proved by Y. Nakagawa
slightly earlier than the present author, whose proof is based on the Fox's free

calculus [3]. (cf. A. Kawauchi and Y. Nakagawa [6].)
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